Innovation Grant Recipients

2003-2004

1. J. William Hug  
   Department of Education  
   *Supporting Teachers Through Accessible Citizen Science Literacy Teaching Resources*

2. Ralph D. Johnson  
   School of Architecture  
   &  
   Pamela R. Harris, Retired Nutrition  
   Department of Health & Human Development  
   *Nontraditional Teaching & Learning Workshop IV: Strategies for Success*

3. David R. Lageson  
   Department of Earth Sciences  
   *Enhanced Laboratory Learning in Tectonics and Structural Geology*

4. Robert L. Mokwa:  
   Department of Civil Engineering  
   *Active Learning Concepts for Civil Engineering Courses*

2004-2005

1. Dr. Lynn Kelting-Gibson  
   Department of Education  
   *Integrating Educational Planning and Indian Education for All*

2. Robb Larson  
   Department of Mechanical & Industrial Engineering  
   *Portable Laboratory Development Proposal*

3. Carolyn Plumb  
   College of Engineering  
   &  
   Joel Cahoon  
   Department of Civil Engineering  
   *Portfolio Assessment in Civil Engineering: Expanding the Measures of Student Writing Performance*

4. Sara Mast  
   School of Art  
   *Building a 21st Century Visual Arts Foundations Curriculum*
5. Carrie Myers  
Department of Education  
_i>A Toolkit to Promote Thinking and Active Learning Among First-year Seminar Students_

2005-2006

1. Erik K. Austin  
Department of Political Science  
_i>Building Skills and Broadening Horizons: Mixed Mode Delivery of a Graduate Public Policy Analysis and Program Evaluation Course_

2. Diane Cooksey  
Department of Land Resources and Environmental Sciences  
_i>GPS Mapping of the MSU Campus_

3. Dr. Cathy Cripps  
Department of Plant Sciences and Plant Pathology  
_i>Enhanced Laboratory Learning with Instructional Protocols for Safe Molecular Technology to fit PSPP Departmental Needs_

2006-2007

1. Marvin Lansverk  
Department of English  
_i>Audio Learning_

2. Robert Maher  
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering  
&  
Doug Bartholomew, Department of Music  
_i>Acoustics: An Interdisciplinary Project_

3. Sara Mast and Regina Gee  
School of Art  
_i>Studio Art and Art History Collaboration: Ancient Painting Methods and Materials_

4. Walter Metz  
Department of Media and Theatre Arts  
_i>Podcasting for Undergraduate and Graduate Media Studies Courses_
2007-2008

1. Bridget Kevane and Sally Sanchez
   Dept. of Modern Languages & Literatures
   The Creation of a Uniform Curriculum for MLS 470: Supervised Teaching Practicum in the Public School System K-5

2. Christiana Stoddard and Wendy Stock
   Dept. of Agricultural Economics & Economics
   Enhancing Undergraduate Empirical Research in Economics

3. Shannon Willoughby
   Dept. of Physics
   Simulating the Night Sky to Teach Apparent Nightly and Seasonal Celestial Motion